Background {#s0001}
==========

Vertebrate genomes are typically depleted of CG dinucleotides due to spontaneous deamination of cytosines at methylated CG dinucleotides (^5m^C~p~G) resulting in a CG to TG mutation. Yet, a disproportionately large fraction of CGs are concentrated in so-called CpG islands (CGIs).[@cit0001] For instance, in the human genome, CGIs have on average 1 CpG every 10 base pairs (bps), which is about 10 times more frequent than the surrounding DNA. CGIs are 200--1000 bps long, exhibit an elevated G+C base composition as well as frequent absence of DNA methylation.[@cit0002]

The largely unmethylated state of CGs in a CGI explains, in part, how they escape deamination and mutation, and it is likely that their evolutionary maintenance may be a consequence of their functional importance. Since their discovery, CGIs have been implicated in a vast array of fundamental processes such as DNA replication (they act as the origins of replication; the sequences themselves are potentially genomic footprints left on the chromosome by replication events[@cit0003]), imprinting (they are differentially methylated in an allele-specific manner[@cit0004]), as well as transcriptional regulation (they primarily act as sites for RNA Pol II recruitment and transcription initiation[@cit0005]). The last of these affects a broad range of cellular functions and will be the focus of this review.

Genomic landscape of CGIs {#s0002}
=========================

Based on restriction fragment length distributions upon treatment with a methyl-sensitive restriction endonuclease Hpa II, Antequera and Bird estimated ∼45000 and 37000 CGIs in human and mouse genomes respectively.[@cit0006] However, later studies found the number of CGIs in human and mouse to be comparable.[@cit0007] Based on these initial experimental observations, CGIs are operationally defined as a genomic regions with length ≥ 200 bp, CG composition ≥ 50%, and observed over expected CpG ratio ≥ 0.60,[@cit0002] however, other variants of this criteria have been used as well.

CGIs are associated with the transcription start sites (TSS) of 50--70% of mammalian genes, and these CGIs have historically served as genomic markers of genes and promoters.[@cit0008] However, about half of CGIs in mammalian genomes are not associated with a known gene promoter (i.e., either intra- or intergenic) and are referred to as *orphan* CGIs.[@cit0007] The orphan CGIs nevertheless are bound by RNA polymerase II and exhibit transcriptional activity in a conserved fashion between human and mouse.[@cit0007] Further, unlike CGIs associated with gene promoters, which are generally unmethylated, orphan CGIs exhibit a more dynamic pattern of methylation and are preferentially methylated during early development.[@cit0007] Interestingly, most of the evolutionarily conserved methylation differences between tissues are enriched at orphan CGIs, suggesting that they are regulated and may be involved in tissue specification.[@cit0010]

Mechanistic link between CGI and transcription {#s0003}
==============================================

Interpreting how DNA methylation modulates gene expression is complicated,[@cit0011] as the epigenetic mark co-occurs with distinct histone post-translational modifications (PTMs) in a site-specific manner, which are themselves associated positively or negatively with gene expression. In combination with them, DNA methylation establish several unique chromatin signatures throughout the genome,[@cit0011] such as heterochromatin domains in repeat regions (with H3K9me3), bivalent activity domains at gene promoters (with H3K27me3), high expression domains at gene-bodies (with H3K36me3), etc. In CGI promoters, broadly speaking, unmethylated CGIs are associated with transcriptional activity while in the methylated state they are associated with transcriptional silencing. Unmethylated CGIs serve as a substrate for several activating transcription factors (TF)[@cit0012] and chromatin modifying enzymes. Upon methylation, the methyl moieties on the DNA interfere with these interactions,[@cit0013] and additionally facilitate recruitment of proteins associated with histone deacetylase leading to condensed chromatin.[@cit0014] While CGI methylation has been widely shown to be associated with lack of transcriptional activity, the causal links between methylation and transcription are not entirely clear, and it appears that methylation is likely to be one component in a more complex regulatory hierarchy[@cit0016] in vertebrates. Moreover, the details of the role of methylation in regulating non-CGI promoter activity are not well understood.

Notwithstanding, recent advances in high-throughput transcriptome quantification have revealed, strikingly, that even the unmethylated orphan CGIs exhibit at least a basal level of transcriptional activity,[@cit0005] due to their inherent ability to recruit and bind transcriptionally engaged RNA polymerase II. These findings emphasize the strong correlation between CGIs and transcription initiation, which is a key property relevant to co-option of orphan CGIs by retrogenes and otherwise silenced genes, as discussed below.

Origin, evolution, and maintenance of CGIs {#s0004}
==========================================

The events leading to the appearance of CGIs in vertebrate genomes are not clear. Further, what are the forces that protect them from *de novo* methylation, to spontaneous deamination, and to ultimately being lost across evolutionary time? There have been a few different theories, including (i) the intrinsic ability to refract methylation, and (ii) active demethylation,[@cit0017] neither of which gained much traction as it has been shown that (i) CGIs can and do become methylated during normal development,[@cit0007] and (ii) mechanisms of active demethylation in animals are still unresolved.[@cit0017] Recent studies have suggested that the binding of transcription factors, or the act of transcription itself during early development is required for establishment of the methylation-free state of CGIs.[@cit0005]

During embryonic development, *de novo* DNA methylation facilitated by Dnmt3a and Dnmt3b methyltransferases occurs in waves, and its appropriate placement in the genome is essential for normal development and cellular function. While there is very little mechanistic understanding of how targeting of *de novo* methylation occurs, it has been shown that Dnmt3a/b targeting is dependent, in some contexts, on pre-existing histone methylation.[@cit0018] For example, H3K36 methylation correlates with enrichment of DNA methylation; Dnmt3a/b is recruited through its PWWP domain,[@cit0018] which preferentially binds to H3K36me3. Another histone modification, H3K4me3, might block *de novo* methylation, as the Dnmt3-associated protein Dnmt3L[@cit0017] specifically interacts only with unmodified H3K4. It has been speculated therefore that the presence of H3K4me3 at CGIs, via repulsion of Dnmt3,[@cit0017] might be responsible for the persistence of their hypomethylated state.

A bioinformatic analysis of promoter GC composition distribution across invertebrates, chordates, and vertebrates shows the appearance of divergent GC composition with a clear bimodal distribution specifically in warm blooded vertebrates, linking their evolution to CGIs.[@cit0019] Further, many genes with CGI promoters are expressed in the germ line and during early embryonic development, which may provide selection pressure to preserve the CGIs. CGIs are linked not only to active gene promoters in the germ line, but they are also linked with the origin of replication, leading to speculations that occupancy of these loci by transcriptional and replication machinery might protect them from methylation and eventual loss.[@cit0020] Curiously, even amongst closely related species, such as human and mouse, promoters of key conserved genes can have different CGI status, notably, α-globin gene in human has a CGI promoter while its mouse counterpart does not.[@cit0006] Thus, the details of the origin, evolution, and maintenance of CGIs are currently not fully resolved.

Evolutionary co-option of CGIs as promoters {#s0005}
===========================================

Recent work has established a biochemical connection between the abundance of CpG in CGIs and H3K4me3, mediated by a CXXC domain protein, called Cfp1 that binds specifically to nonmethylated CpGs.[@cit0021] In fact, insertion of an artificial CGI-like DNA sequence into the genome leads to recruitment of Cfp1 resulting in H3K4me3 deposition.[@cit0005] This is particularly important, as H3K4me3 is a signature histone mark of transcriptionally active gene promoters.[@cit0022] Thus, equipped with the ability to independently set up an active chromatin state, recruit RNA polymerase II and initiate transcription, CGIs globally appear to be predisposed for active promoter function. Indeed, as mentioned earlier, about half of all CGIs in the genome are associated with proximal gene promoters. In fact, there is evidence to suggest that even orphan CGIs can be utilized for their 'promoter-potential' across evolution. Very recently, a fascinating study[@cit0023] that mapped the processes underlying the evolution of retrogenes (intronless and promoterless copies of reverse transcribed RNA inserted into the genome) into new *bona fide* functional genes, discovered that only a marginal fraction (∼11%) of these piggybacked on existing gene promoters for their expression, while the majority of novel retrogene promoters (∼86%) actually overlapped orphan CGIs and other proto-promoter elements.[@cit0023] Furthermore, as these retrogenes emerged into fully functional genes, most (75%--93%) gained new exons from their upstream flanking sequences; and this overrepresentation of novel 5' exons suggests that such a gain served to place retrogenes under the transcriptional control of upstream orphan CGIs (see [Fig. 1A](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 1.Illustration depicting usage of upstream CGIs as alternative promoters by retrogenes, and genes with methylated proximal promoters. (A) A retrocopy comprising 3 original concatenated exons gained a new 5' exon as it comes under the transcriptional control of an upstream orphan CGI. This co-opted CGI promoter allows the inactive retrocopy to emerge as a functional retrogene. The CGI is depicted in an unmethylated state (hypomethylation indicated by green flags) (B) A gene with a silenced proximal promoter (hypermethylation indicated by red flags) uses an upstream orphan CGI as an alternative promoter.

CGIs as alternative cell-type-specific promoters {#s0006}
================================================

In addition to co-option as promoters by retrogenes, orphan CGIs function as promoters in other regulatory contexts as well. Several specific examples, showing promoter activity at orphan CGIs in the context of critical functions like genomic imprinting, development and cell differentiation have been reported.[@cit0010] Analysis of the imprinting control region (ICR) of a telomeric gene cluster in mouse, and its orthologous region in human revealed that a ∼2kb CpG island located inside intron 10 of one these genes (Kcnq1) was a previously unknown promoter for a large non-coding anti-sense RNA (Kcnq1ot1).[@cit0025] This RNA, whose transcription is controlled by the intragenic CGI is required for imprinting of the gene cluster; deletion of the CGI on a paternally inherited human chromosome *in vitro* led to increased expression of several genes in the cluster implying loss of imprinting.[@cit0025] Additionally, a recent study showed that promoter-distal CGIs exhibited the most tissue-specific methylation patterns, and were linked to the tissue-specific initiation sites of alternative transcripts within gene bodies and non-coding RNAs in intergenic regions.[@cit0026]

Alternative promoter activity was detected at yet another upstream CGI that expresses a specific isoform of the Epac2 gene, namely Epac2A in a tissue-specific fashion.[@cit0027] This isoform is expressed specifically in the brain, pituitary and pancreatic islets, although bisulfite sequencing revealed that the Epac2A-promoter at the upstream CGI was virtually completely demethylated in all tissues tested, i.e., in Epac2A expressing tissues, in tissues that express other Epac2 isoforms as well as in non-expressing tissues. This finding is in agreement with the repeated observation that the majority of CGI promoters are free of methylation regardless of the expression level of the associated gene.[@cit0028] Yet, there are many instances where epigenetic control of transcriptional activity through differential methylation of CGI promoters has been observed. For example, tissue-specific activity of ubiquitin-specific peptidase USP44 was correlated with DNA methylation of a CGI close to its primary promoter.[@cit0030] Thus, although the functional importance of orphan CGIs as cell-type specific promoters is now established, both the landscape of these events, as well as the mechanisms underlying their regulation are not well understood.

We recently reported the ability of intergenic orphan CGIs located tens of kilobases upstream of methylated-promoter genes to serve as their cell-type specific alternative promoters[@cit0031] (see [Fig. 1B](#f0001){ref-type="fig"}). Such CGI-initiated transcription explains the expression of about half of the genes with highly methylated proximal promoters, as observed across 34 human cell types. We showed that in these cases, there was an explicit lack of transcription initiation at the annotated promoter accompanied by strong initiation signal at the upstream CGI. Further, these CGI-initiated transcripts were associated with signals of stable elongation and splicing that extend into the gene body, supporting the observation that these were true alternative transcripts. Genes that exhibit such orphan CGI alternative promoter usage, appear to use their proximal promoter for expression in other tissues when it is unmethylated. While the mechanism regulating the choice of use of proximal (which was non-CGI type in most of these cases) versus distal CGI promoters remains undetermined, based on our preliminary analyses, we are inclined to believe that this occurs independent of the methylation status of the proximal promoter. It appears that an already active orphan CGI was co-opted as an alternative promoter, analogous to the co-option by retrogenes discussed above. Our analysis of conserved synteny between these genes and their upstream CGIs suggest that this co-option is likely to have occurred relatively recently close to the divergence of mammals from the vertebrates.[@cit0031] Additional analyses explicitly testing the potential of these CGIs to serve as alternative promoters for orthologous genes in a wide range of vertebrate species would be necessary to further substantiate this assertion.

We also assessed the effect of global demethylation on the activity of proximal promoters of genes transcribed by alternative distal CGIs. Promoter usage patterns of genes expressed by distal CGIs in wild-type (WT) mouse embryonic stem cells were analyzed in cells without DNA methyltransferase activity (DNMT triple knock out; TKO). Proximal promoter methylation is lost in the DNMT TKO phenotype, and if the distal CGI was the only promoter of these genes, then removing methylation at the annotated promoters should not lead to a change in their activity status. Instead, we observed that there was increased transcription in TKO immediately downstream of these proximal promoters relative to WT (based on evidence from relative RNAseq read densities), suggesting some form of transcriptional activation at these sites. However, as these insights were not derived from data that directly quantifies transcriptional initiation levels (such as CAGE, GRO-seq or Ser5 Pol II ChIP-seq), they are not conclusive. It is not clear if increased read density is merely a reflection of noisy transcription due to de-repression of proximal promoters, or if they correspond to true gene transcripts, and therefore these results hinting at a potential switch from the usage of distal CGIs to the proximal promoters should be considered with caution.

Implication in cancer {#s0007}
=====================

CGI methylation has been previously studied in the context of cancer as it pertains to aberrant gene expression. Even though *de novo* methylation during development predominantly affects orphan CGIs, this is not the case in cancer. Illingworth et al. found that cancer-specific *de novo* methylation affects gene-associated CGIs as well as orphan CGIs equally,[@cit0007] and these events do not recapitulate the methylation changes seen during normal development. Interestingly, upon contrasting matched normal and colorectal cancer samples, it became apparent that a significantly large fraction of the cancer-specific CGI methylation events[@cit0007] was shared by all tumors (39%), suggesting that there might exist some yet unexplored cancer-specific regulatory program affecting the activities of CGIs and their associated genes, as indicated by the common methylation patterns exhibited by cancer samples.

Aside from the above, it has also been widely recognized that cancer phenotypes are associated with global patterns of hypomethylation.[@cit0032] We investigated in breast and kidney tumors the extent to which upstream CGIs are used as alternative promoters (as a result of global loss of methylation in cancer) by genes with methylated proximal promoters and found that the aberrant gene expression patterns of several clinically important genes[@cit0031] can be explained by this phenomenon. We further found that, on average, the transcription of approximately 10% of all oncogenes active in a breast cancer patient is initiated by upstream orphan CGIs acting as alternative promoters, rather than by their proximal promoters. Thus, activation of orphan CGIs due to global hypomethylation in cancer may contribute to cancer progression.

Evolutionary advantage of orphan CGIs {#s0008}
=====================================

Aside from the knowledge that about half of all CpG islands (CGIs) are remote from gene promoters, the biological significance of these 'orphan' CGIs remains largely elusive. Orphan CGIs resemble promoter CGIs in their promoter-like state and general lack of DNA methylation in the germline.[@cit0007] Their evolutionary maintenance, as well as their enhanced propensity[@cit0007] to become dynamically methylated during development is suggestive of their functional importance. We suggest a potential function[@cit0031] for a small subset of these as tissue-specific alternative promoters for downstream genes. For this subset of orphan CGIs, a higher relative conservation, both across species and within the human population, as well as conserved synteny with the downstream gene[@cit0031] is suggestive of their functional importance. The tissue-specific nature of their usage as alternative promoters leads us to speculate that these CGIs may have been selected to drive robust expression profiles of their associated genes in specific tissues. Perhaps, placing the control of expression of certain genes under CGI alternative promoters, rather than their proximal non-CGI promoters, allows for finer control of downstream activation (while not necessarily achieving higher levels of expression). Also, given that these genes typically have CpG-poor proximal promoters which tend to elicit transcription in relatively narrow contexts, it is possible that usage of distal orphan CGI promoters might allow relatively broader, and more robust, expression profiles. Although based on current knowledge of CGI alternative promoters and their usage patterns, it is not possible to deduce the implications of this phenomenon.

In summary, even though the roles of CpG methylation, in the context of CGIs in particular, in a variety of functions ranging from transcription, DNA replication, and imprinting are widely recognized, the functions of individual CGIs remain underappreciated. Many orphan CGIs may play critical, hitherto undiscovered roles in tissue-specific transcriptional control, and may underlie pathogenic transcription, especially in cancer with broad epigenomic changes.
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